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Bernstein’s Asymptotic Best Bound for 
the kth Derivative of a Polynomial 
A complcte proof. which yields an error term showing a dependence on n and .v, 
is given for Bernstein’s result that the best bound on the kth derivative on 
polynomials of degree less than or equal IO n. at a point .Y m ( -- I. I). is asymptotic 
to (n’,.’ 1 -.x2)’ as n tends to infmlty. I 19X5 Acadcmc Pms. Inc 
Bernstein’s inequality [6, p. 911 states that if P is a polynomial of degree 
less than or equal to n, then for s in I- I, I ) 
1 P’(s)l < (n/$2) II PII (1) 
where the norm here, and in all that follows, is the supremum norm on 
[ - 1.11. The function n:‘t: :I-.u’ is thus a bound for the first derivative on 
n the polynomials of degree less than or equal to n. at the point .Y in 
( ” 1, 1 ). The best bound is the smallest function for which an inequality 
like (1) holds. More generally, B,, th ’ is the best hound fir the k th derivative 
on 7c, at x in [ - 1, I]. if it is the smallest function for which 
IP’“‘(.Y)I <B’“‘(x) IIPII ’ 0 
for all P in rr,,. Therefore it is given by 
B$‘(.u)=su~( IP”:‘(.v)I: lIPI ,< 1 and P in n,). 
P 
(2) 
This function is very complicated [4, 101, which makes Bernstein’s elegant 




as n-*x. (3) 
This paper gives a complete and accessible proof of (3). with a simple 
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error term which shows its dependence on n and x. This was done in [ 1 I ] 
for the case k = I as a necessary step in showing that J\ , B!,‘)(t) dt-nn. 
The reader interested in comparing this proof with [2] will note that 
Bernstein glides over several difficult points, a tendency for which he is 
noted, which are either elaborated or circumvented here. There are two 
elaborations: One in showing, in Theorem 1, that an extremal polynomial 
satisfies a certain differential equation (and so is Zolotarev polynomial), 
and the other in calculating, in Theorem 3, the error in a way which 
explicitly demonstrates a dependence on x and n. There is one circumven- 
tion of a difficulty which involves the possible bad behavior of what are 
now called strong uniqueness constants, and this is done, mostly in 
Theorem 2, by computing an asymptotic upper bound from a differential 
equation for an extremal polynomial. To obtain an asymptotic lower 
bound we use an ingenious construction which is given in [2] and which 
Bernstein later generalized and used to good effect [3, pp. 10 -261. 
Let < in ( - 1, 1) and positive integers k and n, k 6 nl be given. The linear 
functional F, defined for P in rr,, by F(P) = Plk’( <), has a representation 
!?I 
F(P)= 1 r,P(.\-,I 
,= I 
(4) 
with no ai zero and - 1 6 X, < s2 < . . . < x,~ 6 I, which is cunonical [9, 
p. 841 in the sense that there is a polynomial Q in IC,,, ,jQIl = 1, with 
F(Q) = x Ia,1 = IlFll. Thus 
Q(-r,) = w(a,), l<i<m. (5) 
This polynomial is extremalfor F in that it is an element of norm one at 
which F attains its norm. 
Theorem 1 has been known for a long time. To Bernstein, in 1913, it was 
true by “an applicaton of well-known reasoning” [2]. That reasoning goes 
back to V. Markov’s difficult 1892 paper [7] in which he computes the 
maximum of :I P’k)lJ for P of norm one belonging to I[,,, and in which the 
differential equations of Theorem 1 appear. The technique for deriving 
these differential equations goes back to the 1853 paper [5] in which 
Chebyshev develops the Chcbyshev polynomials. 
THEOREM 1. Let 5 in ( - 1, 1 ) und positive integers k und n, k <n, he 
given. Consider the linear .functionul F defined on xL,, the polynomials of 
degree less than or equal to n, by F(P) = P(&‘( 5). Let Q he the norm one 
extremul polynomiul for F, discussed above, with F(Q) = 11 FII. Then on 
(- 1, l), either Q(x) or Q( -x) bus the.form 
Q(x) = cos(F(x)) (6) 
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F’(.u)=l.(z)=-& (7 - x) 
\; I - .r- Jr - .K)(/? - x) 
(7) 
Proof: SinceQ(.u,)=IIQI/, Q’(.r,)=Ofori=2,...,m- l,andm<n+l. If 
tn=n + 1, then Q= f T,,, 7’,, the nth Chebyshev polynomial [9, p. 731, 
and Q(.Y)= +cos(n arccos(x)) with .f’(x)=n/v’;l??. We will suppose 
that m 6 n for the remainder of the proof. 
Let q(.y) = ny-, (s - .u,). First, A- cm, for if k > m. then q,(x) = 
(.u-<)‘.“‘q(s) belongs to rr,,, F(y,)=O by (4) but F(q,)=q”“‘(t)=k! 
Second, m 3 n, for if m < n then y?(x) = (s - 5) y(x) belongs to rr,, and both 
k(q) and F(q?) are zero by (4): but this implies that q”l(<)=O=q’” ‘I(<), 
which is a contradiction since repeated application of Rolle’s theorem to q 
shows that ylk ‘) and qikl have different zeros. We will suppose that m = n 
for the remainder of the proof. 
Since Q’ has at most n - I zeros, either .Y, = -1 or .Y,, = I. Suppose that 
s, = -1 and consider the case where s,, < I. Because the zeros of Q’ are 
x2 . . . . . x,,, and Q(.\-,) = IIQ\l, there is a point fi >, I with IQ(j?)I = 1. We now 
use Chebyshev’s technique to lind a d.e. for Q. The degree 2n polynomial 
1 -Q’ has double zeros at .x2 ,..., .Y,~, and single zeros at - 1 and j, while 
the zeros of Q’ are .v?,..., x,,. Hence, for (’ some constant, 
( 1 - Q’) = c(Q’)? (I + .u)(fl -s). (8) 
Compare the coefficients of the highest power of s to get c = l/n’. Separate 
variables in (8) and solve to see Q(x) = cos(F(x)) with 
F’(s) =.f(.r) = 
n n( I --s) 
$1 + .K)(p-s)= $1 ---.YI J 1 -x)(/I-x)’ 
(In this case Q can be written in terms of T,,; see [I, p. 2811.) If s,= 1, 
and we consider the case - 1 <x,, then Q( -.u) satisfies a d.e. of the form 
(8). We will suppose that I-, = -1 and x,, = I for the remainder of the 
proof. 
Since Q’(.r,) = 0 for i = 2, 3 ,.... n - I, Q’ has one other zero ;‘: 
Q’(;n) = 0. (9) 
If ;‘> I, then there are points /I>cr>y with IQ(r)1 = IQ(/l)l = I. Again, 
match up zeros: 1 - Q’ has double zeros at s2,..., s, , and single zeros at 
- I, 1, 2, and /3, while (Q’)’ has double zeros at .Y? ,..., x,, , and 7. Thus 
(y - .K)’ ( I - Q’) = ( 1$1*)(x - s)(/? -.- s)( I - x2)( Q’):. (101 
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Hence Q(x)=cos(F(x)), where F*(x)=f(x) has the form described in this 
theorem. If 7 < -1, then Q( -x) satisfies a d.e. of the form (10). If 
;’ = x, = 1, then there is a point b > I where lQ(/I)] = 1, and Q satisfies (8), 
while Q( -x) satisfies (8) in the case that 7=x, = -1. 
Finally, the only remaining possibility is that 7 belongs to ( - 1, 1) = 
(x,, x,). This will be shown to be impossible. Note that it is not possible for 
Q’ to have a double zero at some x,, 2 < i 6 n - I (i.e., 7 =.u,), for then 
I - Q’ has zeros of order one at x, and .x2, zeros of order two at 
2 ,..., I, , , x, + , )...) x,, and a zero of order three at s,, a contradiction 
znce the remaining zero ‘must belong to [ - 1, 11. 
If ;’ does not belong to the interval (x,, x,+ ,), then Q(x,) Q(x, + ,) = -1, 
and in the cannonical representation (4) ~,a, + , < 0. For some j, y does 
belong to (x,, x, + ,), and Q(x,) Q(x,+ ,) = 1 and r,r, + , >O. Let p(x) be the 
product ]](x - x,) taken over all i, I < i< n, i #.j and i#j+ 1, a degree 
n - 2 polynomial. 
First consider the case k = 1. Since F is the derivative at 5, F((x - r)’ 
p(x)) = 0. But from (4) F((x- 5)’ p(x))= r,(x,- 5)’ p(s,)+ 
a,+ 1(-r, + I - 0’ p(.x, + ,), which is not zero because rjr, + I > 0, p(x,) 
p(x, + ,) > 0, and (x, - 0’ 6, + , -s’)*>O. (Note that <#x, since <# +l 
and Q’(x,)=O for 2 6 i<n - 1, whereas Q’(r) = IIFI .) Thus 7 cannot 
belongto(-l,l)inthecasek=l. 
Suppose that k > 2 and consider hp in rr,,. p as above and 
h and c to be chosen later. On one hand, from (4) 
F(~P) = r,h(.u,) P(x,) + a,+ , h(.u, + ,) p(.r, + , ) (12) 
and on the other hand 
F(hp)= i “, h”‘(t) p” “(5) 
, 0 0 
= cf’k’(<) + kj$k ‘) (<) + k(k - 1) p” 2’(<). (13) 
A contradiction will be obtained by choosing h so that ( 13) is zero, and 
also so that h(x,) and h(x,+,) h ave the same sign and (12) is not zero. Note 
that as both z,x,+, >O and p(x,)p(.x,+, ) > 0, F(p) = ptk’( t) is not zero. To 
make (13) zero, take 
c= -(khp” -“(<)+k(k- !)~‘“-.~‘(<))/p’~‘(<); (14) 
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with this choice of c, the discriminant of the quadratic equation (I 1) is 
h2 + 4khp lk “(<):‘p’k’(<)+4k(k - 1) p” “‘(<)/p’k’(i’). (15) 
If h can be chosen so that (15) is negative, then h will have no real zeros, 
h(x,) and h(.r,+, ) will have the same sign, and the proof will be complete. 
And h can be so chosen if the discriminant of the quadratic equation (15) 
in h is positive, and this will bc so if 
(P’” ‘I(<))? > (I -- l/k) /Gk “(0 plk’(<). (16) 
Suppose that R is a polynomial with all distinct real zeros, z,,..., z,,. For 
s not a zero of R. R’!‘R = C l/(x-:,), and (RR” - (R’)‘)/R’= 
-x l/(x-~,)’ < 0. Thus 
(R’(.u))’ > R(x) R”(.r). 
an inequality which holds for all x. (See V. Markov’s lemma in [8, 
p. 2231.) 
By Rolle’s theorem, successive derivatives of p have distinct real zeros 
and so, for k d n, take R = p’k 2’ and (16) follows. Q.E.D. 
To motivate Theorem 2, suppose that ~(x)=cos(nH(x)). like the 
functions which arise in Theorem 1, and also suppose that g = H”/H’ 
satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 2. Then (18) and (19) show that, for x 
in (- 1, I), as n tends to infinity I’m’ is asymptotic to (- l)k,‘2 (nH’)k 
cos(nH(x)), for k > 2 even, or asymptotic to (- l)‘k+“‘2(nH’)k sin(nH(x)) 
for k > 3 odd. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that on( - 1, 1 ) y(x) = cos( F(x)), with F infinite/J, 
dijfirentiuhle on ( - I, 1 ), und ,f= F positioe there. If the logarithmic 
derivatir;e g =f’/’ hus the properly thur there are constants A,, A, ,..., wifh 
I~“‘(.r)l d A,/( I - Ix )” ’ (17) 
for j = 0, l,..., then there ure cons~ums Bz, B,,..., \%,irh: 
For k 2 2 ewn, 
Ij,‘k’(-r) + (-- ] )(k+2);2 fk(x) y(x)1 6 Bk maX(fk '(x), ])/(I - Iu~I)km-‘. (18) 
For k 2 3 odd, 
IJ*‘~‘(x)+ (- I)‘k. “*‘/“ ‘(x) j*‘(x)1 <B, max(fk ‘(x), I)/( 1 - ].~l)k.- ‘. 
(19) 
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Proojl The bounds (17) imply the existence of constants D,,, D, ,..., with 
(./‘*(.u))"'~D,j“(.~)/(! - 1.~1)' (20) 
for j= 0, I, 2 . . . . . To see this, compute 
(p(.y))“‘C (q-*g)” “Z I<, 2 (‘J ‘) (f*)“‘g” ’ “. 
Assume that (20) holds for all derivatives of order less than or equal to 
j- 1 to obtain 
which inductively defines 0,. 
Compute y’ and 11” and substitute to see that ,r satisfies the d.e. 
y” = gJ*’ - .f *y. (21) 
Thus 
IY+.f2?.l = Igy’l 6 lg.0 a4”:(! - lxl)6hA,,A! - 1x1) 
where, to simplify the notation, 
h = max( ,I; 1). 
(22) 
(23) 
We now want to establish, by induction, the existence of constants 
E,, E3,..., with 
I?,(“+f2ycJ-- *‘I < E,& ‘/( 1 - I,~I)/ -. ’ (24) 
which we have seen is true for j= 2 in (22). Assume that (24) holds for 
j< m - 1, and for any such j back substitute into (24): 
Iy”‘+.f’( -j’*y” 4’) < E,;l,’ ‘/( 1 - 1,x1)’ ’ 
+./“E, 2h’ ‘/( 1 - 1x1) >. 
Then IT”) -f”( -j3’/- 671 6 E,h-‘-. ‘/( 1 - 1x1) I 
(1 - 1x1) ‘+f4E,m4h ‘/(l - 1x1)’ ‘, and contmue If’] 1: fvei’thx 
’ , 
. . . 
process terminates with 
IJ”“+(-I) ci+2”2f’y <h’ ‘(E,+ E, 2+ ... + E&(1 -1x1)‘-‘. (25) 
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1f.j is odd, this process terminates with 
1~“” + (_ , )(/T 21 2 .I“ ‘.46h’ ‘w,+b-, 2+ ... +E3)/(l-I.YI)’ ‘. (26) 
Equations (25) and (26) show that (18) and (19) follow from (24). 
To complete the proof of (24), continue to assume that (24), and hence 
(25 ) and (26 ), hold for j 6 m - I. For .j even and ,j ,< m - 1, (25) shows that 
.I*(“( <W[l + E, t ... t E,];(l - 1.~1)’ ‘, 
and forj odd,j,<m- 1, (26) shows that 
That is, 
l.~“‘16IJ[l tE,+ ... tE,]Jl-J.rJ)' '. 
(y”‘i <FIJ’( I - IXI)’ ’ I J for I 6j6m - I. (27) 
Lse (21) to compute 
! .O~Il = (,.‘)b?f ?I _ ( pJ,)“” 21 
Apply (17), (20). and (27): 
D,,f“F,,, ? ,h”’ ’ ‘;(l - [xl)” ’ 
which inductively defines E,,,. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3. There are constunts C, , Cz ,..., bvith the property that for ml1 
positive integers k and n, n > 4, k 6 n, and x in ( - I, 1) 
(28) 
rshere rk = 3k - 3 .for k 3 3. rz = 4, and r, = 3. 
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Prooj Let r in ( - 1, 1) and positive integers k 6 n be given, and let Q 
be the norm one extremal polynomial, discussed above, for which 
F(Q) = IIF:l. By Theorem 1 either Q(x) or Q( -x) is cos F(x), where 
F(x) =f(x) is given by (7). To be specific, suppose that Q(x) = cos F(X). 
The logarithmic derivative R = f ‘[f equals 
1 1 1 1 1 g(x)=- ~ ~-~-- 
2(1-.~)+2(r-.u)+2(P-.~) 2(1 +,Y) (7-s)’ 
It is easy to see that for j = 0, 1, 2 ,..., 
IP( < 3j!/( 1 - IX y+ ’ (29) 
and therefore the hypotheses of Theorem 2 are satisfied. For k b 2, either 
(18) or (19) applies, together with f(x)<n/Jl -,Y’ and l/(1 - [xl) < 
2/( 1 - .r’), to give 
(30) 
This bound (30) clearly also holds if Q( -.r) = cos F(x). Thus BLk’(<) is 
bounded above by the right-hand side of (30) evaluated at .r = r. 
In the case k = 1, Bernstein’s inequality follows from IQ’(x)] <f(x)< 
n/JI-.uZ. 
An asymptotic lower bound for B!,&)(t) will be obtained by using a 
polynomial P, constructed by Bernstein in [2]. (For a discussion of P, 
which is more motivated and detailed than the one below, see [ 1 I].) 
Consider the function defined on [ - I1 1 ] by 
Q,,(x) = cos(h -rd.,), (31) 
where 8 = arc cos(.r), S = arc cos( (as - 1 )(a - x)), and u is a parameter, 
llrl > 1, which will be chosen later. Apply the cosine addition formula to 
(31): 
QJX) = (T,(x)(ux - 1 ) + C’, ,(.K)( 1 -X2) ,,z& - x) 
where T, is the nth Chebyshev polynomial and Li, , the (n - 1)st 
Chebyshev polynomial of the second kind [9, p. 73. Since Q, is a 
polynomial of degree n + 1 divided by a - X, 
QJx) = P,(x) + A/(a - .r ) (32) 
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P,, a polynomial of degree n and A a constant. A calculation shows that 
A = (ul - I )( u - sgn( a) ,iu’)” and, consequently. 
Al < l/n’ 
for n 3 4. 
Set F= 6 - n0. Then 
n 
F’(.u) =./C-r) = ,7--y 
( 
,-Ja’+ 
\! I - .\ n la - .YI ) 
n _ 
./1.u’ ( ( 




;.’ (u - s). 
Since sin 6 = J’(a’ - 1 )( I - x’)/la -xl, this can also be written 
./(x)=4- I 
Jl -xl ( 




I I -- -t 
2(1 -.Y)+u-.Y 2(l +x) 
If we suppose that n > 1 (note that B\“= I) and that 








and (36) shows that on ( - I, 1) j’ is non-negative and for j = 0, I, 2,..., 
Ig”‘(.u)l < jj!/( 1 - 1x1 y* ‘. 
By Theorem 2, 
lQ:k’Lu)l 2.fkb) IT( - 
Bk2k - ’ 
(1 -,Y2)k , max(.f 
k -. I(x), I ) (38) 
where r(x)=cos(8 -nO) for k>2 even, and r(x)=sin(&nO) for k> 3 
odd. 
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First suppose that k is even. Let r in (-1, 1) be given and set 
0, = arc cos(<). The range of the function 
So(u) = arc cos((ar - I )/(a - ;;‘)) 
on la1 > 1 is (0, 0,)~ (8,,, n). Since nO,-mn belongs to [O, n) for some m 
then, given t: > 0, there is a value a’. [a’( > 1, with Icos(b,(a’) - &,,)I 2 1 - c. 
Suppose that a’> 1. If u’ is too close to I the parameter a in Qn cannot 
be chosen to be u’, for then condition (37) would be violated and, in 
addition, IIP,,il would be too large. To avoid these problems, take 
u” = max(a’, 1 + I/n). If 1 <u’< I + l/n we need to show that 
COS(~,(U’) - nd,,) is close to cos(b,( I + l/n) - no,). 
Since (&da) cos 6,,(u) = (I - <“)/(u - {)2 6 4/( 1 - <‘), it follows that 
lCOS6,,(a)-cos6,,(h)~ 64 lh-al/(1 -,iZ). 
Take a = 1 in (39) and multiply by I - cos 6,,(h) to get 
sin*&(h)<8 jh- l[/(l -<‘). 
(39) 
Thus sin’ 6,(u’) and sin’ 6,( I + I/n) are both bounded by 8/n( 1 - t*). Then 
Icos(b,(u’) -nO,) - COS(6()( 1 + I/n) - nUJ 
= lcos nU,,(cos &)(a’) - cos b,( 1 + l/n)) 
+ sin n0,(sin S,(u’) - sin ciO( 1 + lln))l 
2JJ 4 6 
nl.~v~+n(l -<2)’ 
For any choice of c less than (6 - 2 fi)/~’ ‘(I - t2), 
Icos(~,(u”) - nO,,)l 2 1 - 
4 
n(l -p)- nl,2 j-p 
If a’ < - 1, take a” = min(u’, -1 - l/n). Then inequality (40) also holds 
in this case. 
Choose the parameter a in Qn to be a”, where a” = max(u’, 1 + l/n) if 
a’> I, and u”=min(u’,-1 -l/n) for a’< -1. (Since n>2 (37) holds.) 
Then 
4 6 
n( I - (2) n’:2 \i/l - (2 > fk(5) 
Bkzk ’ max(f” ‘(0, 1) 
(I -r2)k ’ . (41) 
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If k b 3 is odd, a similar argument shows that the parameter (1 in Qn can 
be chosen to be a”‘, where IN”‘I 3 1 + I,‘n and 
Isin(ci,(a”‘) - nflo)l 3 1 - 
4 6 
n(l -;2)-nl~2,&-jT 
Hence (41) also holds for k odd. 
From (34) and (3,7), ,/(.u)<~~JII?-?, while from (35), j(s)> 
(nit..: il--u’)(l -(l;n$ -.u’))>O. Thus 
and 
IQ!;“‘(OI 2 
nk knl’ ’ 4n” ’ 
(,,I! -S2)k-(~~)k.i’-(L!1rZ)k+2 
6n k 12 B 2k-lnk I k 
- (,,m)k + 1 -(J! _ g2)‘k 3’ (42) 
Finally, BLk’(OZ IP~k’([)lillP,I(. From (31), (32), (33), and the fact that 
Ial 2 1 + l/n, I P,IJ G 1 + ljn. Thus 
II%)(() 2 (1 - l/n) lQAk’(<)l - k!nk ‘. (43) 
From (42) and (43), Eq. (28) follows for rk = max(3k - 3, k + 2). For k = 1, 
lQ25)l=.flsinFI3./’ 1-n(14t2j- ,,2 6 




(1 +6n”‘) 4 
v’ l-5 / ]-<I - (,;‘I - <2)3 
I Pj,(t)l 2 IQ;(<)1 - 1, and (28) follows for r, = 3. 
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